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NEW CLASSROOM BUILDING PLANNED FOR 1939-40
Waldemar Kaempffert Speaks on
Hampton Singers
"Science and Democracy" in Our Culture To Give Concert
New York Times Science
Wednesday Night
Editor at Convocation.

N0tiIce. . .

.

Waldemar
Kaempflerr,
SCience
Tryouts for Press Board will be
Editor of th.~ New York Times, spoke
held again this week for those who
at con~oc~tlOn, Tuesday,
Nov~,mber
did not tryout
last week. Come
I,
Sc~el1ce and Democracy.
,
to the Commuters
Room at five
Ours IS a culture created
by SCI- o'clock on Thursday.
Watch the
ence and
tec,~nology,",
s.aid ~r.
bulletin board for further
notice.
Kaempflert.
The
rapidity. With
All those who are interested
are
which this culture has come into being
welcome.
is breath-taking.
In Washing~on's
day every farmer
was self-sufficient.
T d
If'
if
d
0h aY as ~ re~u t 0 scent. ~ arf
••
j
tec n.o ogica . a vances, no suc se sufficiency exists. Of course, there has
always been some science in the world.
·
.. .
.,
f
E ven t h e ear Ilest prtrrutrve SOCieties 0
which we have record knew fire and
Four representatives
from Connecpro d uce d cru d e too I s. B.ut on Iy d ur- ticut joined representatives
from Amg the p~st two cent~tles ha.s there herst, Springfield,
Wesleyan,
Mt.

,?"

Through
the efforts of Dr. Henry
Lawrence of the history department
.the famed
Hampton
Quartet
and
Singers will give a concert of Negro
Spirituals in the gymnasium on Wednesday Nov. 9th at 8 o'clock.
Besides the singing ~here will be an account of the Institute given by a student.
The Ham P ton Singers are one of
. h
I
N
.
hi
e a dest
egro song groups 111 t IS
country.
The Quartet
is now really
.a quintet since two new members have
I d th
Id es t
b
rtePdace The 0 h
mbelU er't nowlt·reIre .
ey
ave
een
rave mg
hi fl . th N th f
b t rhi
cyears
ie ytoInmake
e fnends
~r
or
ou InstiIrt!
for a the

Four C C Students!'

Attend Leadership

Con f erence

b

i:e;hes~orl~n

ot~~i:~~/nThisl~P::~:

b ecause 0' f t h e d eve Iopment 0 f d emocD emocracy and SCience have
racy.
grown up together as a result of the
needs of trade."
hi h
M r. K aemp ff ert warne d IS ear" f h
h b IIe t at
ers 0 f t h ~ f a 11acy 0 f , tee
pro~ress IS made pOSSible solely by the
ge?,I-I!J~'
,
.
r ' .
Iscovenes are, Ill, rea lty, mevlta~le, wh~ther they be,1I1. the realm ?f
SCience, literature,
pallltll1g, or mUSIC.
The reason that inventi?n lagged before the movement for I~berty :vas because o! th~ contempt. With wplch usef~l sCientific
expenmentatlOn
was
vlewe,d. A gentleman
could not engage In usef~l work" nor c~uld he produc~ anyth1l1g whICh I11lght be of
v~lue to commerce.
And even today,
SCIence, for the most part, wants no
cO?,tact wit~ commerce."
It was,
stated Mr. Kaempffert,
"in the sixteenth and seventeenth centllries that science began to bud, not
so much because of the new importance taken on by trade, but rather because of the democratic philosophy of
trade.
Franklin
was perhaps one of
(Continued 011 Page 6)
--~:o
:---

Connecticut

and

Pem bro ke Hoc key
Teams Meet, Tie
Despite the rather uncertain weather on Friday, October
twenty-ninth,
a hockey team went to Providence
to
play Pembroke's
hockey team. After
much
strenuous
and
invigorating
playing the game ended in a 2-2 tie.
Pembroke's
team was outstanding
in
its very strong defense.
On Connecticues team special honors should go
to Jane Clark '40 for her dodging,
Natalie Maas '40 for her clever stick
work, and Dorothy Gieg '40 for hard
hitting defense. The entire team, ineluding Darby Wilsoll, '40, captain,
Frances Homer '42, Betty Johnson,
'42, Margaret
Robison,
'39, Betty
McNicoll,
'41, Betty Vilas, '40, Ruth
Kellog, '39 and Betty
Lamprecht,
'40 put in a creditable
performance.
After the game the team was entertained at a coffee by the Pembroke
girls in their new rustic Field House.
Certainly
it is to be hoped that
more interschool games, such as this,
will be played in the future.
The
spirit, the fun, and the pleasure of
meeting and playing girls from other
schools, all serve to make this an excellent idea.

~n~t:~k:~

aNf::~:~~~tpet~~n~~ae~~e

.rute. The Hampton
choir recently
made a European tour. They spend a

a;~~ great deal of tifme .~orkling o~t thehir
arrangements
a spirrtua s tracmg t e
.
.rrue t ra diti
I IOn 0 f N egro music.
The Hampton Institute in Virginia
is th
ld t N
hool i th co
.is eo es
egro sc
10
e ~1I~try, founded shortly after the CIVil
I'
k
h N
war.
t tnes to rna e t e
egro a
self-supporting
citizen
by teaching
him various trades. The Institute has
about one hundred and fifty buildings
of which some are for mechanics,
some for trade and some for agricult
'
urOr. Lawrence
has taught summer
school at the Institute
for the past
twelve years, teaching
graduate students, but although the Institute presents college and graduate
work, it
.emphasizes training
the students
to
support themselves.
The concert is free of charge, but
there will be a collection taken from
those who wish to contribute.

Connecticut
Valley Colleges held at't
Smith on Saturday,
October
29th.
The purpose of this conference
was
"To
face two major
questionsC
'What
is our task as the
hristian
h"
d 'Wh
group on t e campus.
an
at
methods, procedure, technique call be
set up for doing this task most effectively?'"
Mrs. Grace Loucks Elliott, leader
of the conference, gave a talk on the
Principles of Leadership.
T'hen the
group was 'divided into tell groups
which were -to discuss methods of undertaking their specific responsibilities.
Under capable group leaders each of
these groups found '. new approaches
and new ideas for dealing with the
concrete problems the Christian
association encounters
on each campus.
The subgroups dealt with such subjects as Technique of Religious Education, Education
for Social and Interracial Action, Deputations,
Peace,
Christian
Outreach,!
and Promotion
and Publicity.
Following,
the d'iscussion
period,
dinner was served, and everyone sang
and joked together; relaxing after in·
tense and serious thinking.
In the
evening Mrs. Elliott spoke on "The
Unity, Purpose, and Impetus of the
Christian
Group."
She believes that
the purpose of the Christian group is
to help individuals
realize
the purpose of human life which she defined
as "relating! ourselves
creatively
to
the world of things and people outside us through the totality of our relationship
to God.'"
The Christian
group has a fundarncmtal unity above
the ordinary circumstances
and contradictions of daily living. According
to Mrs. Elliott the Christian
group
will find the "impetus"
in everyday
situations if it will have the courage
as individuals and as a group to live
vitally. The'conference
closed with a
brief worship service.
Those who represented
C.C, were
Clarinda
Burr '39, Barbara
Beach
'42, Mary
Lou Sharpless,
'41 and
Helen Burnh'am '4°·
---:0
:---

Rhode Island Pastor to
Speak at Vespers
The Reverend John P. Cuyler, Jr.,
pastor of Saint Columbo's Church of
Middletown,
Rhode Island,
will be
the Vespers speaker for November 6.
Reverend Cuyler has' been a very popular speaker at other colleges.

---:0:---

Freshmen Meet to
Elect Members for
Student Forum
At a compulsory meeting for Freshmen on Thursday
evening, October
27, in Fanning Hall, the class of '42
ele~ted two members
to represent
them on Student Forum.
June Perry
and Louise Brenner were chosen by a
vote of hands.
Their duties include discussion of
grades, examinations
and school routine with faculty, class presidents and
other members of the Forum.
Ruth
Kellogg,
Chief Justice
of
Honor Court, spoke to the Freshmen
on mistaken or misunderstood
rules
for signing out and return
to and
from college.
She also announced
the second "C" quiz which will be a
written
examination
to be taken by
all Freshmen
on rules they are supposed to know. There had been some
complaint about the Freshmen's
lack
of knowledge of the He," and it was
decided that the former quiz was inadequate.
The remainder of the meeting was
spent in filling out ethnic blanks for
tabulation by Mrs. Wessel.
.

Money Left to College in '33 by Mrs.
Frederick Bill; To House Four Depts,
Psychology

Club

presents
Dr. Gregory H. S. Razran
Speaking on
"Conditioning and Aesthetics"
Tuesday, November 8,
at 7 p.m.
WINDHAM

LIVING ROOM

All Invited!

Reverend Thurman
Sets Forth Three
Points in Vespers
Speaking in an extraordinarily
rich
and beautiful voice, Howard
Thurman, well-known Negro poet and pastor, set forth briefly his idea of the
three most important
points in living
a beautiful
life at Vespers
Sunday
night, October
30 in the College
Gymnasium.
Smartness, said Dr. Thurman,
will
bring doubt and unhappiness
rather
than satisfaction.
It will set up between you and the one.s you admire
and love an insurmountable
barrier,
and it is 1I0t worth the effort it requires.
Giving the example of the ant who
brought
the last necessary
grain of
sand to the ant monument and thereby gained peace of mind
through
knowing he had helped to build something great and lasting, Dr. Thurman
urged his congregation
to aim at some
ideal, at something true and great to
bring happiness to their minds and
peace to their souls. For it is the Soul
of the individual
which counts,
he
said, the Soul which must seek the
truth and in so doing bring content·
ment to an externally dreary life. No
life can be dull if its Soul has bound
its destination
and is seeking sincerely for the great 1Lruth.
Breaking one's ideals is an impossibility in a well·organized
and sincere
life, he continued.
And a well-organized and sincere life, one which is contented and happy is impossible to live
by a set of false ideals. One cannot
preach one set of ideals for the benefit
of friends and neighbors and live by
an entirely different set. Again, the
Soul is not sincere and Truth
is far
out of bounds for an individual living
by a false standard of ideals.
Dr. Thurman
concluded with one
of his own poems.
---:0:---

Announcement of Use of
Bequest Made in Chapel
President

Blunt

announced

Chapel on Tuesday, Nov.

I,

In

that, at a

meeting of the Board of Trustees yesterday. a building fund had been voted to be used to erect a new academic
hall.

The fund came from Mrs. Frederick Bill of Groton who was always
very much interested
in the college.
She and her husband were among the
first to help start the fund in New

London for the creation of the college, and there is a Frederick Bill
Scholarship in memory of Mr. Bill.
Mrs. Bill, who died in 1932, made
the college the residuary legatee of her
estate.
This meant that, after all
specific bequests had been paid, the
college received the remainder of her
estate in 1933. Unfortunately,
due to
the depression, the money left to the
college was considerably
less than
what Mrs. Bill had expected it would
be.
Her first choice, to build a Chapel,
and her second, to build an assembly
hall, were not able to be fulfilled due
to lack of money.
Therefore,
her
third choice, for the college to use the
money for what it needed most, IS going to be carried out. The fund has
now grown considerably,
and with an
additional amount
from the college
budget, it is enough to build a new
academic hall.
This building will house the Departments
of Fine Arts, Physics and
Astronomy,
and Psychology.
It will
have a number of class rooms which
can be used by any department,
relieving the congestion in both Fanning
Hall and New London Hall.
Bill Hall will be situated southwest
of Fanning
Hall.
It will balance
New London Hall.
From the point of view of economy,
and the size of the fund left by Mrs.
Bill, this is a particularly
propitious
time to build. The road to the east
for the auditorium
will be used for
Bill Hall.
Sidewalks have also been
planned for both the auditorium
and
Bill Hall.
The heat and electricity
which are going in for the Auditorium will be extended to Bill Hall also.
This hall will be the first academic,
non-income producing building which
the college has built in a number of
years. "It seems to me a great step
forward,JI Presdent Blunt concluded.
Bill Hall will be ready for use next
fall.
---:0:---

Fine Arts Professor to
c;ive Magic Show Oct. 19

A. Everett Austin, Jr., professor of
fine arts at 1Lrinity College, and diConference Theme
rector of the Wadsworth
Atheneum,
in Hartford,
will give a Magic Show
Of Student Chapel
in the College Gymnasium
November
The theme of the Student chapel
19·
last Friday, October 28th, was the
Mr. Austin, known as "The Great
June Religious Conference which was
Osram,"
will appear under the ausheld at O-at-ka.
Virginia Clark '40
pICes of New London Chapter,
Conpresided at the chapel and introduced
necticut
College Alumnae.
Tickets
the speakers.
Elizabeth
Barron '40
will be fifty cents for general admistold of the general program followed
sion, and seventy-five cents for reserv---:0:--at O-at·ka, and Lee Jenks '39 spoke
ed seats. The
time will be eight
Thurman,
one of the
Northwestern
University's
Prof. about Howard
o'clock.
,M. C. Carlson for four years has ex- conference leaders, who was our Ves---:0:--One of
perimented
with raising
orchids
in pers Speaker Sunday night.
According
to a University
of Denhis poems was read by Patsy Tilling,bottles on diets varying from carrots,
ver
survey,
the
average
co-ed
wears a
hast
'40,
concluding
the
second
Stubeets and tobacco to sugar and beef
size J 4 dress.
dent Chapel of the year.
extracts.
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National Advertising Service,

To the Freshman in a Quandry on Oct. ztith :
But 'comment and criticism' on work done is what
you came here to get 1
I In the first place-before
embarking on the following
perhaps austere but after all complimentary
example of
considering you as one who can see an educational
theory
as more important than a personal difficul ty-c-cheer up;
consistently careful endeavors just aren't very often followed by mail-box surprises.
If you're honest, consider
yourself cheered. To proceed:
Isn't your conception of the educative process a rath"er mechanical one?
The process of evaluation is delicate
and careful; your instructor
is not a slot machine that
rings up a grade when you drop in a paper; his function
is not' to record your achievements, it's to tell you (insofar as he can) wherein you can improve. As a scholar, he
can be your connecting line with knowledge you couldn't
otherwise tie to; don't turn him into a tape-measure.
The world you go out into from college will not
pat you reassuringly on the back whenever you do something competently,
nor will it warn you in so many
words whenever you aren't measuring
up-aren't
you
asking the college to continue, instead of that, the immature and artificial conditions of a child's world?
The
outside world won't even give you the 'clues' of 'comment and criticism';
it will expect you to have sufficient
self-cl'iticism to drive your own vehicle. You're here because you've supposedly got at least a beginner's license.
Grab all the helps you can; the faculty will throw out
as many as it dares without
actually
getting
into the
driver's seat-but
meanwhile the point is the destination,
not how you look at the wheel. A child is motivated to
further activity by Commendation
or Reproof j an adult
is motivated by firm 'and unselfconcerned
interest in the
subject under consideration.
He realizes
that it's no
longer he and his small self that are the main focus of
everyone's attention, but rather those bodies of learning
which civilized man has chipped out, and those tools and
methods with which he has learned to work. Your importance lies in relating yourself to those knowledges in
such a way that they do you some good. If your eye is
really 'on that don't you think you will be willing to aim
a step beyond' How do you think I'm doing?', and begin
to regard your education as a job which you as a mature
person have taken on and must learn by yourself (with
the help of 'comment
and criticism')
to accomplish?
Your accomplishments
will show in your record as well,
if through them you have become a visibly different and
valuable person.
'
Two Faculty Members

.,.

Inc.

Colle8e PlJblisberJ Re/1TesetlllJlilJ.
420

MADISON AVE.

CK.C.f.gO • IaOUO ••

NEW YORK. N. Y.
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r ...... 'ISCO

EDITORIAL STAFF
Editor-in-Chief
Mary-Elaine
DeWolfe '39
News Editor
l\fanaging Editor
Louise Newman
'39
Martha Dautrich
Department Editors
Exchange
Editor
_
~
Shirley Dichter
Literary
Editor
_ _.. Mary Elizabeth
Baldwin
Club Editor.
.
_ Dorothy
Rowand
Art Editor
_
_
_
Jane Guil!ord
Faculty and Department
Editor
_ Thea Dutcher

2, 1938

(The Editors of the News do not hold themselves
responsible
for the opinions ~xpresse~ in this column .
In order to insure the validity of this column as an
organ for the expression
of honest opinion, the editor
must know the names of contnbutors.)

G:>Uee,ialePress
Distributor

November

Free Speech

kJINSi\S ST. IDI:.'HERS
OOLi.£6E;
1HE IN1tRCOU£GIA1E RECGRD F<JR
~IVE
IYI5l(£f6ALL IWIS.
••.

I~J9
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NEWS

CAMPUS CAMERA

1l1E'r'
1938

COLLEGE

'39
'40
'39
'40
'39
'41

President's R-eporter
Anahid Berberian
'40
Report-ers
Barbara Shepler '39, Mary Anne Scott '40, Evelyn Gilbert '40, Rosalie Harrison
'41, Harriet Leib '41, Katherine Potter '40, Phyllis Sheriffs '41, Edythe Van Rees '41,
Phyllis Walters
'41, Sylvia Lubow '40.

BUSINESS STAFF
Business Manager
Mary Belle Kelsey '39
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager
Anne Henry '41
Edith Frey '39
Assistant Business Managers
Alice Hobbie '41
Frances
Garner '41
Perhaps the most important
news
Assistant Advertising Managers
.of the week is the direct attack made
Evelyn Saloman
'41
Margaret
Robison '39
B,\' !\l.H)'-Elizabeth Baldwin '39 by Katherine
Nancy Wolfe '42
Margaret
Stoecker '41
'Hepburn
on movie cenAssistant Circulation Managers
Instead of trying to do justice to a sorship. Last week, the Tribune made
Virginia Mullen '39
Mildred Lingard
'39
larger number of new books than I some tart remarks' on the subject of
Circulation Stan
the film's refusal to recognize reality.
M. Stoecker '41, M. J. Kerr '41, M. Whittaker
'40, H. can possibly manage over a period of
Miss Hepburn's answer came forth at
Burnbarn.t-lu,
Carol Thompson
'40, M. J. Heft '41.
weeks, I think it advisable to take a the Herald Tribune
Forum when she
quick glance at a number
that arc stated that reality was. net permitted
very important.
In shor-t, there seems by the Hays office. We wonder -if
Can't We Try?
this is rc be the start of renewed hosto be a deluge of immensely interest"I wish you'd write an editorial about your own
tilities oil .thnt old point.
ing new pieces.
class!" a junior exploded the other day.
"Here
we're
Two new biographies
of aviation
told all the time to look up to the seniors and there were
We have a suspicion
that
Leon
two there at Vespers Sunday night and only two at Dr. are out, done by the ha;lds of /' two Barzin has had the idea of the decade
--'s
Chapel. I'm fed up with the senior class!"
great pioneers in that field. The first so far as improvement
of performNow as a senior we were distressed by this. Most of is Anne Morrow
Lindbergh's
"Lis- ances is concerned. It will be recalled
our class exists as individuals.
We think, "Oh, there's alten! the Wind'-' and, more recent, Ad'· that Mr. Barzin is the conductor of
ways the rest of the class to go to that 1" It never occurs
the Hartford
Symphony.' He has takto us that the number of "individuals" mounts; that the miral Richard E. Byrd's "Alone." en it upon his shoulders to: organize
Both
these
books,
in
the
estimation
of
rest of the college and the community sees us as a class,
an orchestra of seventy-five, which is
the critics, seem destined for undying
and a rather poor class.
to devote its- efforts to the accompaniDear Editor,
We are very proud of our "rights and rages and our fame. To me, the latter work seems
mcnt
of
soloists.
The
orchestra
will
.
Since the reputation of the college is and should be
senior privileges" and we like the dignity imparted to us far more promising, as Admiral Byrd
make its debut next week accompanyimportant to every member of the student body, it seems
by the sombre blacks of our caps and gowns, but we don't
ing that rising young pianist,
Frank
has evolved something of a philosophy
that when girls go so far as not only to lose their own
live up to it very well, do we?
out
of
his
great
adventure,
alone,
in
Bishop..
•••
. self-respect but also to forget that they are mirrors of- the
We say that seniors must go first and seniors must
Not long ago we mentioned a play,
wastes.
Mrs.
Lind- "Dame Nature," and raved about the college as a whole, something should be done to impress
have the privilege of sitting in the front rows; they must the Antarctic
,
be the only class to march out of Chapel. All this looks bergh's work is in that simple, famil- feminine juvenile.
Space
did not per- everyone of us that we should have as much pride in our
,
college as in our family.
a bit silly when there are but two or three representaiar style already
made famous
by
mit the mention of the seventeen year
A good reputation should be our aim and we have
tives of a class of 128.
"North
to the Orient."
Perhaps the
boy playing opposite her. It seems every right to demand that the minority conform to the
What do you suppose the freshmen
think of us? greatest value of her work lies. in the .old
that he just landed in the theatre in
.
,
resent
We wonder if they are not just waiting until they are first-hand journal she writes of her ' I Fly Away
Home," and has been go- majority code, and an equal right to personally
h
and censor the actions that are, to say the least, rat er
seniors to drop all responsibilities.
That isn't a very fine husband's great exploits.
ing ever since. We would like to reg- questionable.
idea for future seniors. The senior class is traditionally
ght
Two great new books are out on
now, hthat that young maId'
So let us apply social pressure, if necessary, and rethe leader in college activites : can't we, the class of J939, the subject of music.. one coming !ster
IS
1I1l~no\~n
~t t ~ 'presebnt. conhlPare
mind offenders that there is more at stake than personal
live up to this tradition?
We think it's within our ability some weeks ago and the other more
to \,,:".at e IS gOlllg to e 1Il t e not, pleasure.
-let's
try to set a better example.
recently. The former is "The Pader~ far dIstant fut~re .• , •
A STUDENT.
cwski i\!lemoirs."
Suffice to say that
---:0:--Speaking of actors, we have long
this book is destined for immortality,
as the biography of an immortal.
The been dogging the footsteps of a young
Free Speech
second is "Toscanini
and Great Mus- actor who did not know what was
ic," by Lawrence Gilman.
It will be best for him, you know, the one we
In the Constitution
of the United States there is a recalled that Mr. Gilman
published,
were so mad at for going 'to HoIlyWednesday, Novelnber 2
sentence which goes something like this-"Congress
must last year, a very fine book on the op- wood.
Well-we
d not like ro say I
6 :43 Freshman Song Practice
Gym
not interfere
with freedom
of religion,
speech or eras of Richard Wagner,
When
he told you so--but-his
first picture IS Thursday, Noventber 3
press ... " The right of Free Speech is thereby establish- started that work~ he was considering
one colossal Aop. The best notice we
5:00 Press~board try-outs . .
Commuter's
Room
ed. Now Connecticut
College is but a small part of the Wagner the musician.
Here, again, could find is that one critic thought
7:00 :rI,lIath. Club meeting
Lodge
United States, but we of the News believe in Free he regards Toscanini
in the light of him good-looking.
Friday, November 4
Speech too, and we have a column in which any member his musicianship.
The work of as fine
3 :30 Outing Club Supper
Lodge
of the college, student or faculty, may air her views on a critic as Gilman on as fine a musi\Ne felt a lot b~tter when we dis- Saturday, Novelnber 5
any subject she wishes.
cian as Toscanini
could not help be-.
~~~er~? thhat fiAmlderlfcah.ad. done somh-::~
8-12 Service League Dance
This year we have been glad that our Free Speech ing excellent, and as though that were lJ1mg 111 tee
a paIntmg t h at t e S
I
.,
I
6
..
I
I
f
UU(
ay, ITovem Jer
Column has elicited the response it has. We are glad not enough, the reviewers have decid- CTltlCS g are at.
n act, one went so
V]
h P C I
]
S C
that a freshman rook the time and trouble to write a free ed to compare the new work to the far as to say that the young American
7:00
espe,rs-- 0 n '. uyer,
r., t. 0speech about a matter that was annoying to her. That is celebrated ones of the great musicians
artists - have contributed
the most
Jumbo s Church, MIddleton,
Rhode Island
why our column exists.
who wrote of each others'
works. promise in the Carnegie InternationMonday, November 7
We believe that our Free Speech column is an im~ This is pretty great tribute in this day al.
This seems a very encouraging
7 :30 Student Industrial
Group-Moviesportant one. The names of the auth~rs
of the ~ree and age.
fact in an ·outlook that has not been
Bryn Mawr Summer School .....
N .L. 309
Speech are, of course, kept as confidential
by the EdItor
The last book but far from the too 'bright in America, which always J Tuesday, Novelnber 8
of the News.
We hope that in the future this column I'least is the new jessup "Life of Elihu seems a bit afraid of comparison with
4:Q.O House of Representatives
Branford
will continue to satisfy a vital need-that
of Free SP.eech.'
<Continued on Page 6)
the art of Europe.
6 :45 News Staff IVleeting

New Biog raphies
Concern Aviation
Music, Americana

'jTHINGS AND
STUFF '

• • ••
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Wednesday, November 2, 1938

Variety of Books
Added to Library
Collection

that

it makes a class

of its own," and this is what this book
has done.

This book expresses the es-

sence of what historical writing should
be. Each character in General's Lady
has a right as a living, breathing,

and

The Medical Aptitude Test will
be given this year on December
second, at 3:00 P.M .• in 301 New
London Hall. It should be taken
by all students
applying
for entrance to a Medical School in the
autumn of 1939.

If you wish to take this test register for it with Miss A1cKee at
once. She is glad to discuss this
and other
premedical

matters
of interest
students with you.

Page Three

COLLEGE NEWS

By SANDERS

CAMPUS STUFF

Notice •.•

General's Lady by Esther Forbes is
a book which is exciting universal interest. Walter D. Edmonds says,
"Once in a great while a book appears
that so fusses history and the life of
its protagonists

CONl¥ECTtcrJT

to

Musiclalld Revelations

feeling human being. The story has
happened, is happening and will hap- Give Jitterbugs Jitters,
You probably won't believe it but
pen in the future; it is a human story
which will live for eternity. It is hard Eugene Ormandy once led the Dorto put down the hook after you have sey Brothers swing band on a recordThat was back in
started
it. Morganna
Bale, of a ing engagement.
, Boston Tory family, marries Arnold 1928 when swing was jazz and jitter
bugs weren't.
The tune recorded was
Milroy, a general in the Continental
titled, "Was It A Dream,"
and it
army. The purpose of her marriage
was to save her property, and she was featured a vocal quintet, comprising
planning to leave him at the end of Maestri Hal Kemp, Skinny Ennis and
Comic Saxie Dowell
the war and the end of danger to her N ye Mayhew,
property.
During
her husband's ab- and Smith Ballew, star of present-day
Instrumentalists
in
scence she takes in two young people Western thrillers.
to live with her. One of them is Eliz- the band included such jive artists as
abeth Lavander,
and the second is a Tommy Dorsey and Glenn Miller on
jimmy Dorsey on saxoBritish officer who is supposed to be Trombone;
and Fuzzy
on parole. Read this book, you'll like phone; Charlie Margulis
Farrar on trumpet;
Stan King at the
it!
John R. Slater has written a book drums j Eddie Lang on guitar, andeightcalled Recent Literature and Religion to add insult to injury-an
which gives the threads of religion piece violin section from the N. Y.
and paganism in the pattern of mod- Capitol Theater pit orchestra.
ern thought.
---:0:--The story of the class struggle and
the tracing of the incredible barbar- Handle With Care!
It is authoritatively
reported that
ities of women's lives have been vividly given in Fannina W. Halle's book, the Education
Ministry
impressed
Women in the Soviet East. Fannina the chairman of the Tokovo UniverHalle tells us that the girl soon learns sity baseball league with the necessity
that she is a "temporary
guest" in her for "more seriousness" in the conduct
family and will be sold, perhaps at the
age of eleven, into a strange family.
In 1924 the women
of Azerbayan
were just beginning to hear that they
had some rights. The immediate result of this was that in twenty-five
You have just received a letter
cases the women murdered their busba~ds. There are fascinating
stories from Joe inviting you to house parin this book. The last section tells of ties at Dartmouth,
Lehigh, Princeton,
Mrs. Halle's travels and the women
or Colgate (not all, just one!).
Beshe met in the East. This is not a pofore you know it, the time has come,
litical tract, but an inspiring story of
and you must pack your dormitory
the women and the fight they made
collection of clothes and be off. Now
against slavery.
the morning of your fateful departure
---:0:--set your alarm at least two hours
early, for if you don't have a spare
Dies Committee Lacks
hour in which to sit down and think,
Funds to Tackle Students
(or stew, as the case may be) you're
The Dies Committee
which is inbound to forget your evening shoes or
vestigating uri-American activities will
your trickiest hat.
probably pry into the operations
of
The time has corne. Now don't be
left-wing
student groups and youth
nervous-the
taxi will come without
organizations,
if its request for inyour gnashing off the last vestige, of
creased funds is granted by Congress.
nail polish. If you get inCharges of Communism
and other glittering
subversive doctrines have been vol un- volved in a slight traffic jam, for
which New London is noted, don't
tereed against some of these organizations, as well as data in support of the kill the driver with words; just resort
charges.
However,
no witnesses will to pulling the stuffing out of the back
seat. The station appears at last and
be called and no formal investigation
although
you could have walked that
of the charges will be made during
distance three times over, just dislodge
the current sessions of the Committee.
Lack of funds has forced the Dies yourself calmly as if that were the
Committee to restrict the scope of its nicest ride you had ever had.
Paying the driver is a simple task,
investigations
and with pressing
de·
mands for inquiry into other
move- especially if you possess a large bag
ments, it has postponed its search into and a change purse that plays hide
and seek from your eagle eye. Meanthe activities of youth organizations.
The youth leaders will probably be while keep an eye, hand, or foot, on
wardrobe.
Suitcases
called before the committee
later, if your precious
into the
funds are forthcoming
to continue its have a habit of disappearing
trunk room. Now watch the clock ..
work.-ACP,
Ah, two minutes
to wait, ticket in
---:0:--hand (probably the wrong ticket, but
Lafayette Believes in
ho hum).
It is best not to be too
"Staying in America"
early because you will be haunted by
HSee America First" is the guiding the idea that the train has left. Two
because
principal of a new type of exchange minutes is a good average,
you still have time to stand on the
scholarship
arranged
by Lafayette
and be blown to curlless
College here and Occidental
College platform
bits. Grab the first train to arrive.
in California.
Reason .. , it's probably yours anyTraditionally,
exchange
scholarships are arranged only between uni- way. If you stop to deliberate you'll
be able to convince yourself that it is
versities and colleges of two different
countries. The new arrangement
gives a local, meanwhile said train will pull
your unsuspecting
students in one part of the U.S. a out from under
chance to see how the Hother half" eyes and there you'll be holding down
a hat box in New London!
It has
lives.-ACP.

Off to Houseparties
Cloud of Confusion

Perole Quartet's
Program Second
In Series

!J

The second concert of the Recital
Series gave us an evening of chamber
music by the Percle String Quartet.
The audience saw a great number of
New London citizens which indicated
gn
the particular
interest
that the announcement of this concert had roused. High expectations
were justified
and, what is more, they were met, as
the warm and grateful applause showed ; which thanked the musicians for a
well balanced and well executed program.
If a string-quartet
is the most absolute form of music which we have, it
is also the hardest one to criticize, for
/1
the qualities that set this music apart
are difficult to be expressed j more important than these however
is the
scarcity of emotional
values which
usually strike us first in a composition
and to the recognition of which we
often confine our judgment.
It is this
absence that compels us to approach
a string quartet with different measurements, and the more we are willing to omit the former way of judgment the more we are apt to enjoy
this particular
kind of music. If we
omit the emotional evaluation
what
shall we look for in the appreciation
of chamber music?
The
Perole String
Quartet
had
"What are you going to do after graduation;
chosen Mozart's
Quartet
in D-major
run a filling station or be a wrestler?"
(Kochel, No. 499) as their first piece.
The Allegretto led us to the greatest
enjoyment that we find in such music:
of the game. He warned that in the
the precision with which four parts
next spring "bats, balls, and gloves
cooperated to form a perfect unit. A
must be handled
with loving care
symphony orchestra impresses us by a
such as a samurat
would expend on
mass effect, i.e., the individuality
of
his sword ... "-From
The Nation's
an
instrument
and
its
function
is
column, In the Wind.
On Friday evening, November 4, small as compared to the final cfiect.
radio listeners
from Coast-to-Coast
In a string quartet every voice carries,
might as well expect to be carried its function and its final eflect are
away in ecstasies over an original
equal in proportion.
musical play of love and romance by
By EDYf.fHE V AN BEES '41 Gracie
Allen. Gracie has' named her Individuality of Voices
The limpidity of a Mozart quartet
tuneful production "Three Loves Has
been known to happen, so take my adGracie of 1938."
She says it will is especially suited for making us apvice.
preciate the individuality
of each of
Le t us assume t h at you are on th e combine the lyric beauty of "I Married An Angel," the keenness of "Pins the four voices. Thus we may put our
train, or at least your suitcase
is.
the breathless comedy attention so entirely to following the
I
can 't ge t on, take and Needles,"
N ow I'I you S t'II
of the themes that we
of "H-z
a Peppin,"
and .as far as interweaving
the suitcase off again and use it- as a
her own performance
goes, the com- suddenly find ourselves at the particustepping stone, but never fail to erase
"
lady
attractive
Coda of the first
bined appeal of "Victoria
Regina
~~aa~kssi~~~I~~ag~~~ret~~~w~a~e2~ (Helen Hayes) and "Madam
Cap- movement before we even think of the
We folet" (Eva La Gallienne),
And, Oh structure of the AIIegretto.
are sitting on the top step, a feather
sticking in an unoccupied eye, several yes, she also adds that there will be a low so closely the picking up of the
in
'
b k
II d little bit of "You Never Know," but themes by the different instruments
scattere d magazlllcs,
a
00
ca e
.
C '
W bb
L
"Gentlemen
Prefer"
(that's irony for
a sign of
Iifton
e
or
upe turn, that we forget to inquire into
the nature of the themes as such and
you) a hoop skirt, and numerous orh"Ths 'b
II h 'I
'
discern the return of the Minuet after
"
f P
T
'Th
at IS a out ate
In ormation
er necessities or rom
rotting.
e h
hile ori
d
Id di the second
Allegretto
as another
next step is to pick you and your ac- t ~ ershSv I e pnm.a k anna ~ou
1chance to observe once more the rapid
h
cesscries up and straighten
that hat v~ ge.
~
It 'd,o\ln'd. owever,
because entrances into day coaches are
alt two 0d 0, YWOO s ea lI ,gdIDdus- passing on of a musical phrase from
h war kce
to the other.
The
.
h
D'
b rca come y wnters
ave
ay one instrument
as Important
as any ot er.
on ted
iah .
h b k
h
.
too sweeping, nor yet too dashing, for an I1lg. t III t e 00 "-t
e rumor IS Adagio has a very beautiful theme in
thirds which the Violincello and the
train aisles have dangerous
pitfalls t~lat dUfln~ the long hours of preparaand you may find yourself charging
tl~ll Gracie \V~uld get the boy~ .all Viola take up first. We observe the
ascendance in sequences before we reinto a little fat man with a pink plat- nhlixed up dd~nng tlhde dkay loutlllllllg
l an It wou
d h d
t e p ot
take t rem most turn to the theme in G-major. The rea
e Teh
h .
1 I
of the night to make any sense out of petition of the first phrase of this
e est approac
~s to ca m y.sur- it. She also used two scri t writers
theme
concludes
the Adagio and
vey the double and sll1gle seat sltuad I
I d'
I
p B t'
,
'I'
h
an
etters a a vice
rom
ea flee leaves in our mind the impression of a
[JOn, Always aVOId lat adles, t ey F 'I
0
h 0'
d D I C
invariable chew licorice and you have
al: ax,
orot y
IX an
a e ar- very lovely line.
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Gracie Allen Plans
Broadcast Soon of
Original Musical

In a

.

r

r~~,:

V~

i~

~~t~fS

b

no desire to greet the light of your
life reeking of the penny arcade. Be'
I
h d
ware 0 I b a b les; you may ove t e ear
things but don't show your affection
by cuddling
them on trains.
They
have a mania
for breaking
charm
bracelets and chewing fraternity pins.
Imagine your embarrassment
if you
h a d to t ell ] oe t h at some b a b y swa IIowe d h·IS I raterOl "t'y pm. r NT ex t b e
'th
wary 0 I h an d some gen tl emen WI
.bow ties and sport jackets.
My objection is that they have the brotherly
attitude and start things by demand.ing to know if you have a brother.
Then you have to break down and tie
their ties for them. Helpless looking
old gentlemen
are fine, providing
they're really helpless!
But the best
companion is another college girl. Secure the dazed and HWhat·goes-on.
hereu type and you will end by con¥
vincing both of you that these House
Parties are a mere bag of shells.

ne8e'h
I d·
h
.
G
t.;r b. ea l~gI hC ar~cterdsd .. 111
racle s 19 mUSlCa s ow, III a luon
G
. h
lf
h
' ·f h
I to
raCie d ~rse
atos, I t BY can
¥t a w~ "?, w~
Deor,e
u~ns,
dartll1,
au
oug ad' Day
CO
an h a YOGungs~er~1ame
ad
. Upl , W om
racle
aHs ellngaged
Sight unseen because a
0 ywoo
I
dd
agent told her he \You d a
a great
d I I hi'
ea ate
ove II1terest.
. .
--.,0 ,--•
Youngster
~hght
Drop HIm
HlnHuenced
by Japan's
growing
friendship
for Germany,
japanese
toy-makers
recently
began
to use
['images of Hitler
in their products.
This trend has been officially con~
demned; the manufacturers
have been
I informed
that 'reference to Chancellor Hitler ...
in articles serving to
amuse child ren' might be considered
'disrespectful
to the executive
of a
friendly government.'
"- The Nation

11\

lObi .
.d

I

t

Beethoven

Quartet

The last movement, A llegro~ does
not leave us time for careful scanning
of the structure
we just note that the
traditional
structure
of two themes
has been upheld and for the rest we
are taken Uby storm."
The Beethoven Quartet in C·minor
opens with a very lively, dark C·minor
theme which reaches a very pronounced dramatic effect in the way the end
of the first theme is stated by the
three strings against the first violin.
The second theme is less dramatic and
first comes up in the relative key of Eflat major. The whole movement demanded of joseph Colemen, the first
violin, great technical
skill and a
great variety of tonal qualities especially of the first violin, a part to
which the player did full justice.
The Scherzo is built like a lugue;
the theme is taken up by the different
l

(Contlnued

on Page

4)
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Per-ole Quartet's
(Continued

You won't believe it but it actually
happened.
The uncle of a junior
passed through New London recently
and returned home definitely assured
that this was the state agricultural
college. The reason for his judgment,
all the girls were wearing overalls!

• • •

We overheard Barbara Wynne the
other night enumerating
the benefits
of not being in love to an attentive
Did you know that way back in the listener. Finishing her convincing disElizabethan
days lovers waxed poetic course, she sighed wistfully and murit's nice
and hung their humble efforts on the mured, so very sadly-c-t'Bur
barks of trees? We have a new and to be in love."
somewhat different version of the anWe who arc about to emerge
cient custom.
Girls on the second
floor of J937 are greeted each morn- through the portals of knowledge felt
lonely and neglected the other morning on approaching
the bathroom
door, by an urgent notice, penned by ing upon hearing that a Blackstone
Ruth Wilson, beseeching at least four lass had received eight birthday telegrams and a phone call from an Ampeople to wake her up for breakfast.
It seems that Ruth is absolutely lITI- herst man. We remember when!
mune to all alarm clocks.
One of the Freshmen
was surprisWe are very much afraid that the ed to find a perfectly good sentence in
theme marked
in red.
Windham
girls were not too much her English
tropical waters
pleased with their new ice cream dish The sentence-"The
with many brightly
the other evening.
For some un- were sparkling
colored fish." The comment-"Name
known reason (could it be intentional?) they were served gravy instead one. "
of butterscotch
sauce.
A page from our Evolution
notebook-Adele
Hale '39 has the honor
Smart Shoes
of being the discoverer of a unique
that are different
looking
Fossil in the vicinity of Princeton
Universty.
ELMORE SHOE SHOP

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

Next to Whelan's

Compliments

of

BUUR·MITCHELL CO.
CONFECTIONERS
Rear 334 Bank Street

--==============:::;
r-.,
:
"

FISHER, Florist·
word in artistic arrange·
ment and most reason-

Beit Bros. Market.
Inc.

able in price.
Service

to the CoUege

104 STATE STREET
:
13358

Opposite

Main

FLOWERPHONE

3358

II

"Grandma Called It Carnal"

I
i
i
i

-·--:0

CONNECTICUT COLLEGE BOOKSHOP

FIFTH

Quality Meats, Fancy Groceries
Fruits and Vegetables

I
j

Fresh

'

Sea Food
Fine Bakery
Dairy Products

COl'. Main and Masonic Sts.
Telephone9014
Free Delivery

AVENUE·

Most Poular
Store

Agents

NEW

YORK

:----

A University of Texas mathematics
class was recently
dismissed in the
middle of the class hour because a
swarm of bats invaded
the lecture
hall.
New London's

Gift

NE'W
FALL

FASHIONS

on diJplay at the

for

Mark Cross Bags
Gloves
and Leather Novelties
Authorized

I

I

Steamship

Agent

COLLEGE

KAPLAN'S LUGGAGE SHOP
AND TRAVEL BUREAU
123 State Street
NEW LONDON, CONN,

Monday,

INN

November

7th

Tuesday, November 8th

Come
Confectioners

- Caterers

Special Dinner-60c
EVERY FRIDAY

NIGHT

Special Supper-50c
EVERY NIGHT
WHO SAID WE WERE mGH
PRICED?
247 State Street

t

~~";;;:'=:"~";;;:'::"=;;;::'
:' ::"="::"5:'="::':'="="="=:"-=:-::===~:±~'
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originated
in '935 when two faculty
members purchased in London more
than 1,000 volumes.
Students
may
purchase those books, or read them in
I the Old Book Shop during their leislure hours--ACP,

corsages are the very last

Instant

Each summer
large quantities
of
old books are purchased
in London
and sent to the college. The plan was

•

played
the ofwell-known
.
Alldanff
Cantabile"
Tschaikowski,
which
for a great part of the audience was
the best-loved piece; for others it took
away some of the significance of the
evening,
Not that the interpretation
was not faultless as indeed it was, but
was this piece not a small concession
to those who primarily judge music
by its emotional values?!

---:0:---

The quaintness and atmosphere
of
the historic bookstalls of London have
been transported
to the U.S. and installed on the midwestern campus of
Rockford College, A unique program
for the development of student interest in books is the reason for the novel
book store, which is housed in a campus building.

Page S)

The 3 1 5 women who passed tests
for policewomen
in New York City
had 361 college degrees and lour Phi
Beta Kappa keys.

instruments
in turn. This movement
retains much of Mozart spirit, espe- II
Buy your Christmas
Gifts
Early and Save
cially the second theme reminds us of
~I<YL.art lightness,
as the extended 'I
THE NICHOLS & HARRIS CO.
ending 0 I donu
onunant fif t hs to t he rePharmacists
spective chords
of resolution
keep
_\Iozart at the back of our minds. The
119 State St.
New London, Conn.
Perole Quartet gave the movement in
_
all its beautiful shading and versatility, making the difference in dynamics
THRIFTY CUT RATE STORE
in comparison with the first movement
Contrary to popular belief the first
9 Main Street
all the more obvious. From the cheer- university in America was not HarLow Prices on Perfumes
ful C-major we go back to C-minor in vard. Nor was Baylor U the first inCosmetics
and Toiletries
the final movements.
In the Menuetstitution of higher learning west of ,
to the two themes are largely varia ted the Mississippi.
in swift changes of key, whereas there --------------is no transition between the first and
GARDE DRUG COMPANY
THE SAVINGS BANK OF
Next to Garde Theatre
second theme in the last' movement
NEW LONDON
Particularly
strikin~ is the rapid ac- DRUGS
SODAS
LUNCHEONS
A Mutual Savings
Bank
centuated
ascent of C and later GDelivery at Any Time
scales taken up by the four strings in
63 MAIN STREET
Phone 8177
turn. The accuracy of the interpretation in spite of an amazing
tempo
called for long and enthusiastic
ap"Cleaners
For Fussy Folks"
MILLINERY
plause at the end of this performance
of
Mendelssohn's
Canzonetra cased
GHIMES CLEANERS
Distinction
the minds after the dynamic Beetho- 207 Main Street
Phone 4421
Phoenix Hosiery
ven. The composer' of the MidsumWe Call For and Deliver
mer-Nights'
Dr~am
was. ~ll1mistakeable, especially In the filigree of the
first and second violin, in the declamaL. LEWIS & COMPANY
tory unison of the four strings which
Established 1860
made for good con trast against
the
ENNIS SHOP
ClflNA. GLASS, SILVER.
delicate plucked interludes;
it is airel
LAMPS
and
UNUSUAL
GIFTS
230 State St.
the recurrence of such an interlude
State and Green Streets
that the Caneonetta
gracefully
Rows
back to the first theme and brings the
movement to an end,
.,;--------"-"-"-'-"--"
The Tschaikowski
Scherzo (from
the "Quartet in E-/iat minor, "op. 30)
closed the program.
Of. particular interest were the diagonal
crossings
by Ber-ita Damon
starting in the violin and ending in
Published November 3rd
the violoncello,
After an increasingly
agitated development
of the theme
c
the Srhrrzo closes iii "Bcmajor. The
WATCH FCIn NEWS
brilliant performance
of the well-balanced progl-am, however, did not sat- .
isfy the audience.
III addition
the . Perole .. Quartet

I

• • •

24 BANK STREET

(rom

"Men and 'women tempered
by
four years of exposure to disinterested
scholarship are less likely to fall victims to mass hysteria,
to coroding
personal ambition and to stupid
fashions. They are less apt to become
cranks or disciples of cranks."
Northwestern
,niversitl?s.
Prof. Willia, m
Jaffe
believes
a liberal
education
makes students
"better
prepared
to
become the type of citizens our strifetorn world so urgently needs."-ACP
---:0 :
_

I

Add: Impressions
gathered by visitors to C.C.-Helen
Biggs giving a
SCURIS BOWLING ALLEYS unique rendition of "The Jewel
Song" from Faust made possible by a
Peter Scurts, Prop.
fountain
of two parts water to one
126 Main St.
New London, Conn. part Listerine played lightly over the
vocal chords .. , It was embarrassing
Telephone
9814
to his hostess when an important guest
of the college discovered the material
SCHWARTZ FURNITURE CO. pored over by a seemingly industrious
student to be none other' than the
New London's Leading
time-honored game-solitaire,
.. The
Furniture
Store
editor of this erudite sheet passing her
time to best advantage coloring with
Philco Radios
Wurlitzer
Pianos
"sanitary"
crayons in her 192 page
"Top-Notch
Paint
Book"! ...
A
group of study-worn
seniors enacting
Stop To Eat.
an original version of "A tisket, a-tasat the
ket,': and we don't mean the swing
OLYMPIA TEA ROOM
versron.
AND ANNEX
State Street
And in the words of the woman
confronted
unexpectedly
by an English bull on the Norwich bus: uThis
Compliments
of
is too much!"

WILLOW RESTAURANT

Program

econd in Ser-ies

Caught on Campus
Our enticing contest for the prIVIlege of writing
this column
having
laid the proverbial
egg, we're back
again tearing the hair, (what's left of
it after last week) and pounding the
typewriter.
Many thanks to you who
contributed
to the cause, but how
about some more items from the
Freshmen-s-and
what
about
Marv
Harkness?
Is it still there?
.

Wednesday, November 2, 1938--·

EWS

in and

see all the exciting

new clothes and accessories
from Fifth Avenue,

straight

, . Learn about

-"personality

make-up"

from Helena

Rubinstein's

personal

representative,

and

receive

a souvenir

lipstick,

Wednesday, November 2, 1938

University
'ounded

President
Blunt will represent
the College at the inauguration
of
Dr. Leonard Carmichael
as president of Tufts College on November 4.
A professor at Connecticut
State
says that copying one book is plagiarism. Copying three books is research.
A writer in the publications of the
University of Colorado
doesn't
like
double features.
"They are the third
stage of movie evolution,"
he says.
"First they had silent ones; the next
group talked) and now the ones they
show in double bills smell!"

Page Five
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• • •

"The average American is absolutely committed to the ideal of freedom
of speech--except
when he disagrees
with what is being said."-St.
Mary's
Collegian.

• • •

The Clark News informs us that
the Model League of Nations which,
Tempo inquiries, "What would a up until this year, met annually
to
nation be without women?"
discuss international
affairs,
will be
Answer: A stag-nation.
discontinued
by the New England
Colleges due to its European inspiraf<Look ... a lion's track" ...
tion's failure.
Instead, it will func"Sure enough.
You go see where tion on a three regional basis, memhe went, and I'll go see where he bers being sent from three districts of
came from !"-Fordham
Ram.
New England Colleges to discuss the
American point of view of internationWhat cynic said "Diplomacy
is the al affairs. There seems to be nothing
art of letting someone else get your permanent
about the map of Europe
way?"-L.
A. Collegian.
except that you can expect it to be
constantly changing.
The Tomahawk
sends us:
Squirrels are bright
From UNIVERSITY
NEWS,
Though impolite
Color of shampoo ...
drene.
As we cultured
humans
view
Color of a married man
. wed.
them.
Color of a ghost ... boo.
They wisely eat
The nuts they meet
Then there was the fellow who
While we just listen to them.
came back from a dance with a black
What is usually heard in Yale just eye. They say he was struck by the
after dinner on Sunday, r'1'11 flip a beauty of the place ...

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

coin. Heads, we go to the movies;
tails, we go to Connecticut
College.
If it stands on edge we study."- The
Tomahawk.

* * *

A. A. NEWS

of Mexico
in 1553

Yarns and Knitting Supplies
to be found at

THE ELEA 'OR SHOP
There will be informal archery on
Saturday
afternoons
at one-thirty.
313 State Street
Novelty shooting with balloons
will
Womrath Circulating Library
be the main feature. Anyone may participate, whether or not archery is her
Fall sport. These meets will continue
SPENCER STUDIO
as long as the weather permits.
Isabelle
Scott has been recently
Specializing in Photo Finishing
elected to A. A. Council as the representative of the Junior class.
Garde Bldg.
325 State St.
Class squads for Fall hockey, archery, riflery, golf, and tennis, are, or
will be soon, posted on the A. A. bulATIONAL BANK
letin board.
Squad members are askOF COMMERCE
ed to watch the board for notices of
class competitions.
Established 1852
Natalie Maas, '40, A. A. photoNEW WNDON, CONN.
This was titled "Recognito Sum- grapher, will take movies of class
mularum."
Fray Alonzo de la Vera- competitions
in the Fall sports, and
cruz was the author.
Veracruz
also also of the finals of the Bates Tennis
SALEM'S BEAUTY
wrote two other textbooks for use in Tournament.
the school. They were "Dailectia
SALON
Darby Wilson '40, had charge of
Resolutio
cum textu Aristotelian,"
the C. C. hockey team which played
Hairdressers and Cosmeticians
logic with an Aristotelian
text, and at Pembroke this past Friday.
160 State Street
Phone 4050
"Physica Speculatic,"
an explanation
---:0:--New London
of Newton's law of gravitation.
The
A new and novel peace education
first two appeared in 1554 and the program has been established
by the
VISIT
latter in 1557. All were printed, one Society of Friends,
a program
that
page at a time) on 3 crude block print- calls for a series of "peace retreats"
GILBERT FURNITURE CO.
ing press which was the most modern
in Genung's 2nd and 3rd Floors
for college students in various sections
in all Mexico at that time.
of the U.S. At these retreats students
MASONIC OR STATE STREET
Another of the books used was
ENTRANCE
will plan peace activities for the year,
Latin grammar
by Francisco
Cer- and delegates will assume responsibilivantes de Salazar, the first rhetoric
ty for leading campus-wide peace proCARROLL
teacher in North America.
Its ti tle grams in addition
to an off-campus
was "Comruenteria
in Ludovici Vives program. -ACP
CUT RATE PERFUMERS
Exercitaticicnes
Lingua Larine." Al158 State Street
---:0:--so appearng in 1554 this bo.ok is inCosmetics
Perfumes
Let us see what we can do to keep
teresting
for the hints it gives con.Toiletries
the light of tolerance,
justice
and Patent Medicines
cerning the teachers, their character
free
pursuit
of learning
burning
and grading systems.
throughout
this year." Barnard ColRUDOLPH'S
Strangely enough, though each of
lege's Dean Virginia C. Gildersleeve
these volumes is nearly four centuries
BEAUTY
STUDIO
sets a broad goal for tcday's college
old, a copy of each has been preserved
Leading Beauty Shop in the City
students.
and exists today in the University of
Opp. Mohican Hotel Side Entrance
---:0:--Texas library.
10 Meridian Street
Phone 2-1710
U. S. negro colleges
graduated
---:0:--2,500 students last J une.
Exactly
85 years
before
John
Harvard
endowed his dream school
in Cambridge
in 1638, some of the
more ambitious Spanish explorers and
educators founded the University of
Mexico. This little school opened its
doors in 1553.
At this time which was very few
years after Hernando
Cortez crushed
the tottering Aztec empire, a flourishing civilization
existed in Mexico.
Scholars and writers had begun to
come over from the old world, and
the first textbook in philosophy to be
written in America was used in the
new university.
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Jitterbugs
... beware ... because a
news item from SYRACUSE
UNIVERSITY
tells us that it was discovered,
in criminology
class, that Men Reneg at Enrolling
morons can dance as well, if not betIn Home Economics Course
ter, than most people of normal menMARVEL SHOP, INC.
CompHments of
After five years of experimenting
tality!
Did someone say: "There's
a
SMOCKS
LINGERIE
with courses '011 marriage
problems,
BOSTON
I Far-Away Look ... "???
KAYSER HOSE
Syracuse
University
this
fall
estab~~-:o:--CANDY KITCHEN
lished one of the first full-credit
Potential Failures Heduced
classes in the subject.
By New Selective Methods
But, though 80 per cent of the men
THE SHALETT CLEANING
Baylor University students have a voted in a student referendum in favWhy not let Alexander
& DYEING CO.
new way of determining
what courses or of the course, not a single male
style yonr hair differregistered for the new class.
they'll take.
and
Men, not afraid of marriage or the
Each student
takes a personality
ently for the coming
PILGRIM LAUNDRY
test before making out his class sched- discussion of it, are afraid of registerProm
ing in a home economics department
2-6 MONTAUK AVE.
ule-a
test that shows his psychological tendencies.
Results of these tests course, officials believe, for it is in that
Phone 3317
al
division that the subject is offered.are combined with aptitude, scholastic
One-Day Service for
record and study habits to tell faculty- ACr
---:0:--Connecticut College Students
members how to advise their charges:
School officials believe the new plan There is Yet Hope ...
22 "Meridian St.
Tel. 7200
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
will reduce the number of failures.A Canadian newspaper reports that
ACr.
"the Oxford
Movement
is making
---:0:--impressive inroads among the headMILADY BEAUTY SHOPPE Well Cared For ...
A Delightful Custom-Tea
hunters of the Papuan jungle ... 300
head-hunters
have
been
won
over
in
Jane M. Armstrong, Prop.
'IA visitor to New York's luxurious
the past sixteen rnonths."-The
Na- Toasted Home-Made English Muffins
Junior League clubhouse was startled
with Jelly
Permanent Waves $1.95 to $7.50
tion.
by the bleak, crowded
tenements
Pot of Tea
Finger Waves
.25
which adjoin it. 'You really ought to
Arch
.25
25c
Manicuring
.50
do something about these people,' obShampoo (short)
.25
served the visitor.
'Yes,' came the
HOMEPORT'S
Shampoo
(long)
.50
hostess's innocent
reply, 'for years
Jewelers Since 1865
Devil's Food Cake
now
we've
discussed
putting
up
Specializing in
"IT'S WONDERFUL"
Stationery
Leather Goods
Machineless Permanents
- $3.95 screens-c-or perhaps a hedge.' " -The
Mrs. Barbara Holmes, Mgr.
Nation.
Novelties
Phone 9572
18 Meridian St.
Tel. 8060

,

MISS O'NEILL'S

SHOP

Corner

Green and Golden Streets
Attractive line of
Buttons, Yarns, Stamped Linens and
Needlepoint.
Hemstitching,

The Beauty Box

KJ:lltting Needles, etc.

MADAM
Disc;overer

CURIE
of rodium

PERRY & STONE

Fresh Flowers Daily

ROCKWELL & CO.
State Street

ANGORA SWEATERS

FELLMAN & CLARK
Tel. 5588

SOc to 1.00

Crocker House Block

TH E

COLONIAL

East Lyme, Conn.

Pastel Shades

Socks to Match

296 STATE STREET

•

All New

2.95

Watch and Jewelry Repair Work
Called For and :Qelivered at the
College

Our Corsages Speak tor Themselves

Built

1796

INN
Post Road

Telephone Niantic 382

•

Dinners a la Carte
•
New Coachroom Cocktail Bar
•
Fifteen Minutes from the College
•
A Gay Spot in an Old Setting
WATCH FOR THE "STONE ROOM" OPENING

I"

'YOU ARE

«:AREER

TO\I wllI find thatTh.

The

Mohiean
Hotel
260 Rooms and Baths
A la Carle Restaurnnt
famed tor
Excellent Cuisine

Cocktail Lounge and Tap Room
Dancing Saturdays
9 p. m. until l\lidnight
PARKING

SPACE

SEEKING

IN NEW
Barblzon

iZl.tere.Uoq back01'Ound
UJl,llJ1IaJ

~

.chln.menu.
mustc

and

A

'YORK
provide.

that

UM

.timu1&tM

DelllJ' ,ecllaa

.rt .tudloe.

Uld

library.

Home of lilerur. drame end coUeqe club&.

1w1mm1n9 pool. 9Tmnulum.
_

...

100

roomf

tq\lub

CO\U1a,

.ach wtLlla radio.

fortH: From'2.50 par dar - '12 Plr __
Write Jor de.CTIpUva booklet "CS."
"E1F

YORK'S

RESIDENCE

MOST

EXCLUSIVE

FOB YOUNG

HOTD.

WOMEN

Z:Ji~j~.
LEXINGTON
AV'j. .• at 63Ia. 'Sf:
NEW YORK CITY

CO NECTICUT
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Quotable Quotes

Merctu"y Theatre
Discount Card
Again Issued

By Associated Collegiate

The :\lercury Theatre will renew
its policy of allowing
students
and
faculty (0 see its productions
at reduced -rates when it issues student discount cards next week for its second
consecutive season, Orson Welles announced yesterday.
When presented at the box-office of
the Mercury
Theatre,
the discount
cards entitle the holder to a 25 per
cent reduction for every performance
except Saturday evenings. The discount cards will be honored for the
Mercury's
first play this season,
"Danton's
Death," a play about the
French Revolution
by George Buchner and later for William Gillette's
faT~e "Too Much Johnson," which
will join "Danton"
in repertory
in
November.
More than one hundred thousand
students attended the Mercury Theatre's productions
last year, taking a?vantage of the special stude~t
discount. Those students compnsed
at
least one third of the Mercury's total
audience.
Mercury
student
discount
cards
may be obtained through the English
and Speech Departments,
or by writing directly to the Mercury Theatre,
1 W West 4J Street, N.Y.C.
---:0:---

Patronize

our Advertisers

Press

"Constantly
to prove and improve
the power of the mind, to win by experiment and contact an appreciation
of beaut)', to give the spiritual side of
man a chance to expand,
whether
through
formal aspects of worship,
through the intellectual
approach to
ultimate
realities,
or through
the
higher types of social relationshipsthese are tests which youth owes to
itself."
And Yale
niversity's
Pres.
Charles Seymour believes
that
the
college campus is the world's
best
testing ground.
"Not all our future
leaders
will
come from the college, but there will
be more college-trained
leaders than
in the past, simply because a larger
number and proportion of our young
people now go to college.
If they
come out with inquiring minds and a
healthy resistance to propaganda,
our
huge investments in educational plants
will be justified."
The New York
Fimes' editors voice their approval of
the changing higher education.
"A university is a place in which
tolerance and lack of bias should prevail. If we and the thousand other
colleges and universities
of America
~o our job well for the million and a
quarter students who are enrolled in
them, our American democracy
will
be given its best chances to work and
to thrive."
Pres. Thomas Gates, University of Pennsylvania,
restates
the
place of higher education
in a democracy.

COLLEGE

Wednesday,

NEWS

New Biographies
Concern Aviation,
Music, Americana

Waldemar Kaempffert
On "Science and
Democracy"

November

MARY LEE SHOPPE
'1late"

Dresses
Sport Wear

PAUL

from

Pure

II

JI

!

TI-IE
COLLEGE INN

liberty of expression.
But democracy
dislikes scientific planning, and there
lies the social issue of our time. We
must be willing to modify our democracy to really enjoy the gifts of
modern science and technology.
We
may give up some freedom,
but we
gain much in return."

COLLEGE SENIORS
College graduates who expect
to seek employment In business,
will ftnd the Intensive Secretarial
Course at the Packard School a
pracucat stepping stone to the security or a good Income In the
modern world.
DAY AND EVENING
SESSIONS
Write or telephone lor Catalog

COMPLETE

silly frantics!

(Founded 1858)
253 Lexington Ave. (at 35tb
NEW YORK CITY

Street

SPORTSWEAR

your

In what once was trice,
We'll turn out a Cake for
youSomething very nice(Whether
roomie's pref".
renee runs
To choc'late-orange-spice)

THE PACKARD SCHOOL

THE STYLE SHOP
128 Stare

Calm

Have You Chosen a Career?

St,)

Registered by the Regents of the
UnIversIty ot the State ot New
York

DEPT.
I

133

Mohegan Ave.

Telephone

2-3477
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WHITBMAN

GEORGE
BURNS

Evening

GRACIE
ALLEN

Every Friday Evening
A /I C. B. S. Stations
EDDIE

DOOLEY

Football Highligbts
Every Thursday and Saturday

52 Le(Jjing N. B. C. Stations

Copyright

1938, r.rocerr
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Formals

(Continued
trom Page %) 14~lAJNSTREET
4072
Root
that covers, both in the man
the first great men to realize that sci- and ;n the people that surround him,
Phone 5805
D. J. Zuliani
ence should be useful, and he found- ninety years of American
life.
It
DANTE'S
ed the American Philosophical Society really is in many ways a history of
Italian-American
Cuisine
America and, in that, it is a n~wand
upon this theory."
Good Food - Fine Drinks
necessary
addition
to
"Americana."
"With the rise of science and demWe Serve to Serve Again
largely objectively, it cannot
ocracy came a new civilization
based Written
52 Truman St.
New London
fail
to
be
a
fine
and
accurate
picture
on the mass utilization of energy and
in
the
hands
of
the
man
best
fitterl
mass production,
which,
in turn,
!?
meant the standardization
of society to write such a work.
---:0:---similar
modes of dress, the collectivThe University of Kentucky has reist use of water supply and electrical
energy.
This
standardization
de- cently established a department of somands
organization
and
scientific cial work.
management.
So, for the comforts of
mass production,
society must pay a Harper Method Beauty Shop
Heavens! Room-mate's
birthprice, and this price is a loss of freeShampoo - Manicuring
day?
Scalp Treatment-Permanent Wave
dom."
Mercy!
What to do?
Fredrich's Zotos Machines
"Science cannot progress under the
Noisy-hour
party
Finger Waving a Specialty
repression of the totalitarian
state. It
Cake,
with
candles, too?
must have freedom of thought
and 310 Dewart Bldg.
Tel. 3503
(Continued

... how fast that
says it for smokers ... refreshing mildness ... better taste
... more pleasing aroma ...
everything you could ask for in
a cigarette
EfJery Wednesda,

2, 1938

Otesterfield
.. more pleasure
fOr millions

I.

